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Abstract. An optimal kinodynamic motion planning algorithm is presented and
described as a generalized label correcting (GLC) method. Advantages of the
technique include a simple implementation, convergence to the optimal cost with
increasing resolution, and no requirement for a point-to-point local planning sub-
routine. The principal contribution of this paper is the construction and analysis
of the GLC conditions which are the basis of the proposed algorithm.
1 Introduction
Motion planning is a challenging and fundamental problem in robotics research with
numerous algorithms fine-tuned to variations of the problem. Among the most popular
is the PRM [1], an algorithm for planning in relatively high dimensions, but requiring
a point-to-point local planning subroutine or steering function to connect pairs of ran-
domly sampled states. A variation, PRM∗ [2], converges to an optimal solution with
respect to some objective provided the steering function is optimal.
The EST [3] and RRT [4] algorithms were developed to address suboptimal plan-
ning with differential constraints where a steering function is unavailable. The steering
function in these algorithms is replaced by a subroutine which forward integrates the
system dynamics with a selected control input.
Optimal planning under differential constraints can be addressed by the kinodynamic
variant of the RRT∗ algorithm [5], but again requires an optimal steering function like
PRM∗. The effectiveness ofRRT∗ hasmotivated several general approaches for optimal
steering discussed in [6,7]. However, the computation of these solutions can slow down
the iteration time of RRT∗ considerably.
This paper addresses optimal planning under differential constraints without the use
of a steering function. The method is based on a discrete approximation of the problem
as a graph together with a generalization of label correcting techniques such as Dijkstra’s
algorithm [8].
Label correcting algorithms compare the relative cost of paths in a graph terminat-
ing at the same vertex and discard paths with non-minimal cost. This is effective when
there are multiple paths reaching each vertex from the root vertex. Without a steering
function it is difficult to construct such a graph approximating motion planning solu-
tions since multiple trajectories terminating at specified states must be generated. The
intuitive generalization is to compare the cost of paths related to trajectories terminat-
ing "close enough" to one another. This concept first appeared in [9] as the Hybrid A∗
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algorithm, but without conditions for resolution completeness. More recently, the SST
algorithm [10] provided a more principled approximation of the problem and an algo-
rithm converging asymptotically to an approximately optimal solution.
This paper refines this approach further with an algorithm producing approximate
solutions in finite-time. The key difference allowing the algorithm to terminate in finite
time is a slightly more conservative comparison between paths terminating in the same
region of the state space. This comparison is described in Section 2. Section 3 provides
examples illustrating convergence to optimal cost solutions with increasing resolution.
The analysis of the algorithm is addressed in Section 4 and is the principal contribution
of the paper.
2 GLC Methods
Label correcting methods: Shortest path algorithms are methods of searching over paths
of a graph for a minimum-cost path between an origin or root vertex to a set of goal ver-
tices. In a conventional label correcting method, the algorithm maintains a best known
path terminating at each vertex of the graph. This path labels that vertex. At a particular
iteration, if a path under consideration does not have lower cost than the path labeling
the terminal vertex, the path under consideration is discarded. As a consequence, the
subtree of paths originating from the discarded path will not be evaluated.
Generalizing the notion of a label: Observe that the label of a vertex in conventional
label correcting algorithms is in fact a label for the paths terminating at that vertex.
Then each vertex identifies an equivalence class of paths. Paths within each equivalence
class are ordered by their cost, and the efficiency of label correcting methods comes
from narrowing the search to minimum cost paths in their associated equivalence class.
The generalization is to identify paths associated to trajectories terminating in the same
region of the state space instead of the same state. However, this generalization prevents
a direct comparison of cost between two related paths. Instead, the difference in cost
must exceed a threshold described by the GLC conditions introduced in Section 2.3.
2.1 Problem Formulation
Consider a system whose configuration and relevant quantities are described by a state
in Rn. The decision variable of the problem is an input signal or continuous history of
actions u from a signal space U affecting a state trajectory x in a trajectory space Xx0 .
The signal space is constructed from a set of admissible inputs Ω ⊂ Rm bounded by
umax. The input signal space is defined
U :=
⋃
τ>0
{u ∈ L1([0, τ ]) : u(t) ∈ Ω ∀t ∈ [0, τ ]} . (1)
The signal and trajectory are related through a model of the system dynamics de-
scribed by a differential constraint,
d
dt
x(t) = f(x(t), u(t)), x(0) = x0. (2)
A system map ϕx0 : U → Xx0 is defined to relate signals to associated trajectories (the
solution to (2) [11, cf. pg. 42]) with domain equal to the domain of the input signal. The
initial state x0 parametrizes the map and trajectory space. To simplify notation, τ(x) for
a function x with domain [t1, t2] denotes the maximum of the domain, t2.
In addition to the differential constraint, feasible trajectories for a particular problem
must satisfy point-wise constraints defined by a subsetXfree ofRn and a specified initial
state xic. The subset of feasible trajectories Xfeas are defined
Xfeas := {x ∈ Xxic : x(t) ∈ Xfree ∀t ∈ [0, τ(x)]} . (3)
Similarly, the subset Xgoal of Rn is used to encode a terminal constraint. The subset of
Xfeas consisting of trajectories x with x(τ(x)) ∈ Xgoal defines Xgoal.
The decision variable for the problem is the input signal uwhichmust be chosen such
that the trajectory ϕxic(u) is in Xgoal. Naturally, input signals mapping to trajectories in
Xfeas/goal are defined by the inverse relation Ufeas/goal := ϕ−1xic(Xfeas/goal).
A general cost functional which integrates a running-cost g of the state and input
at each instant along a trajectory is used to compare the merit of one input signal over
another. Restricted to solutions of (2), the cost functional depends only on the control
and intitial state,
Jx0(u) =
ˆ
[0,τ(u)]
g([ϕx0(u)](t), u(t)) dµ(t). (4)
The notation [ϕx0(u)](t) denotes the evaluation of the trajectory satisfying (2) with the
input signal u and initial state x0 at time t.
The domain of J is extended with the object NULL such that Jx0(NULL) =∞ for all
x0 ∈ Rn. Further, since (4) may not admit a minimum, we address the following relaxed
optimal kinodynamic motion planning problem:
Problem 1. Find a sequence {uR} ⊂ Ugoal ∪ NULL such that
lim
R→∞
Jxic(uR) = inf
u∈Ugoal
Jxic(u) := c
∗. (5)
With the convention that infu∈∅ Jxic(u) =∞, a solution sequence exists so the problem
is well-posed. An algorithm parameterized by a resolutionR ∈ Nwhose output for each
R forms a sequence solving this problem will be called resolution complete.
Assumptions. The problem data are assumed to satisfy the following:
A-1 The sets Xfree and Xgoal are open with respect to the standard topology on Rn.
A-2 There are known constantsLf ≥ 0 andM ≥ 0 such that ‖f(x1, u)− f(x2, u)‖2 ≤
Lf ‖(x1 − x2)‖2, and ‖f(x1, u)‖2 ≤M for all x1, x2 ∈ Xfree and u ∈ Ω.
A-3 There is a known constant Lg ≥ 0 such that ‖g(x1, u1)− g(x2, u2)‖2 ≤
Lg ‖(x1 − x2, u1 − u2)‖2 for all x1, x2 ∈ Xfree and u1, u2 ∈ Ω.
A-4 Jxic(u) > 0 for all u ∈ U .
Remark 1. We do not require the reachable set to have a nonempty interior as in the
kinodynamic variant of RRT∗ [5] and SST [10].
2.2 Approximation of U
The signal space U is approximated by a finite subset UR where R ∈ N is a resolution
parameter. To construct UR it is assumed that we have access to a family of finite subsets
ΩR ⊂ Ω of the input space, such that the dispersion inΩ converges to zero as R→∞.
A family of such subsets exists and is often easily obtained with regular grids or random
sampling for a given Ω.
The approximated signal space UR consists of piecewise constant signals on time
intervals
[
c·(i−1)
R ,
c·i
R
)
for c > 0, i ∈ {1, ..., d}, and all values d less than a user specified
function h(R) (take the last interval to be closed). The constant values of the signal are
inputs from ΩR.
The function h : N→ N defines a horizon limit and can be any function satisfying
lim
R→∞
R/h(R) = 0. (6)
For example, h(R) = R log(R) is acceptable. This ensures that the horizon limit is
unbounded in R so that any finite time domain can be approximated for sufficiently
large R.
A parent of an input signal w ∈ UR with domain
[
0, c·iR
]
is defined as the input
signal u ∈ UR with domain
[
0, c·(i−1)R
]
such that w(t) = u(t) for all t ∈
[
0, c·(i−1)R
)
.
In this case,w is a child of u. Two signals are siblings if they have the same parent. A tree
(graph) is defined with UR as the vertex set, and edges defined by ordered pairs of signals
(u,w) such thatu is the parent ofw. To serve as the root of the tree,UR is augmentedwith
the special input signal IdU defined such that Jx0(IdU ) = 0 and [ϕx0(IdU )](0) = x0.
IdU has no parent, but is the parent of signals with domain [0, c/R].
The signal w is an ancestor of u if τ(w) ≤ τ(u) and w(t) = u(t) for all t ∈
[0, τ(w)). In this case u is a descendant ofw. The depth of a control in UR is the number
of ancestors of that control.
2.3 PartitioningXfree and the GLC Conditions
A partition ofXfree is used to define comparable signals. We say the partition has radius
r if the partition elements are each contained in a neighborhood of radius r. Like the
discretization of U , the radius of the partition is parametrized by the resolution R.
For brevity we only consider hypercube partitions. A user specified function η :
N → R>0 controls the side length of the hypercube. For states p1, p2 ∈ Rn we write
p1
R∼ p2 if bη(R)p1c = bη(R)p2c, where b·c is the coordinate-wise floor map (e.g.
b(2.9, 3.2)c = (2, 3)). Then the equivalence classes of the R∼ relation define a simple
hypercube partition of radius
√
n/η(R). We extend this relation to control inputs by
comparing the terminal state of the resulting trajectory. For u1, u2 ∈ UR we write u1 UR∼
u2 if the resulting trajectories terminate in the same hypercube. That is,
u1
UR∼ u2 ⇔ [ϕxic(u1)](τ(u1)) R∼ [ϕxic(u2)](τ(u2)). (7)
Figure 1 illustrates the intuition behind this equivalence relation.
To compare signals we write u1 ≺R u2 if the GLC conditions are satisfied:
GLC-1 u1 UR∼ u2,
GLC-2 τ(u1) ≤ τ(u2),
GLC-3 Jxic(u1) +
√
n
η(R)
Lg
Lf
(
e
Lfh(R)
R − 1
)
≤ Jxic(u2).
A signal u1 is called minimal if there is no u2 ∈ UR such that u2 ≺R u1. Such a
signal can be thought of as being a good candidate for later expansion during the search.
Otherwise, it can be discarded. In order for theGLCmethod to be a resolution complete
algorithm, the scaling parameter η must satisfy
lim
R→∞
R
Lfη(R)
(
e
Lfh(R)
R − 1
)
= 0. (8)
Observe that (8) implies the cost threshold in GLC-3 is in O(1/R) and converges
to zero. A condition yielding the same theoretical results, but asymptotically requiring
more signals to be evaluated would be to replace the threshold with an arbitrarily small
positive constant.
Additionally, (8) andGLC-3 simplify in some cases. For kinematic problems Lf =
0. Taking the limit Lf → 0, the constraint (8) becomes h(R)/η(R) → 0. The second
special case is minimum-time problems where g(x, u) = 1 in (4) so that Lg = 0. Then
GLC-3 simplifies to Jxic(u1) ≤ Jxic(u2).
Fig. 1. Color coded depictions of: (left) a signal from UR with signals represented in red, (middle)
the mapping into the trajectory spaceXxic in blue for two equivalent signals u1
UR∼ u2, and (right)
the mapping from terminal states in Rn shown in green into Zn by the floor map.
2.4 Algorithm Description
Pseudocode for the GLC method is described in Algorithm 1 below. A set Q serves as
a priority queue of candidate signals. A setΣ contains signals representing labels of UR∼
equivalence classes.
The method expand(u) returns the set of all children of u. The method pop(Q)
deletes from Q, and returns an input signal uˆ such that
uˆ ∈ argmin
u∈Q
{Jxic(u)} . (9)
The addition of an admissible heuristic [12] in (9) can be used to guide the searchwithout
affecting the solution accuracy.
The method find(u,Σ) returns w ∈ Σ such that u R∼ w or NULL if no such w
is present in Σ. Problem specific collision and goal checking subroutines are used to
evaluate u ∈ Ufeas and u ∈ Ugoal. Themethod depth(u) returns the number of ancestors
of u.
Algorithm 1 Generalized Label Correcting (GLC) Method
1: Q← {IdU}, Σ ← ∅, S ← ∅
2: while Q 6= ∅
3: u← pop(Q)
4: if u ∈ Ugoal
5: return (Jxic(u), u)
6: S ← expand(u)
7: for w ∈ S
8: z ← find(w,Σ)
9: if (w /∈ Ufeas. ∨ (z ≺R w) ∨ depth(w) ≥ h(R))
10: S ← S \ {w}
11: else if Jxic(w) < Jxic(z)
12: Σ ← (Σ \ {z}) ∪ {w}
13: Q← Q ∪ S
14: return (∞, NULL)
The algorithm begins by adding the root IdU to the queue (line 1), and then enters
a loop which recursively removes and expands the top of the queue (line 3) adding chil-
dren to S (line 4). If the queue is empty the algorithm terminates (line 2) returning NULL
(line 14). Each signal removed from Q (line 5) is checked for membership in Ugoal in
which case the algorithm terminates returning a feasible solution with approximately
the optimal cost. Otherwise, the signals are checked for infeasibility or suboptimality
by the GLC conditions (line 9). Next, a relabeling condition for the associated equiva-
lence classes (i.e. grid cells) of remaining signals is checked (line 11). Finally, remaining
signals in S are added to the queue (line 13).
The main result of this paper, justified in Section 4, is the following:
Theorem 1. Let wR be the signal returned by the GLC method for resolution R. Then
limR→∞ Jxic(wR) = c
∗. That is, the GLC method is a resolution complete algorithm
for the optimal kinodynamic motion planning problem.
This conclusion is independent of the order in which children of the current node are
examined in line 7.
3 Numerical Experiments
The GLC method (Algorithm 1) was tested on five problems and compared, when ap-
plicable, to the implementation of RRT∗ from [13] and SST from [14]. The goal is
to examine the performance of the GLC method on a wide variety of problems. The
examples include under-actuated nonlinear systems, multiple cost objectives, and envi-
ronments with/without obstacles. Note that adding obstacles effectively speeds up the
GLC method since it reduces the size of the search tree.
Another focus of the examples is on real-time application. In each example the run-
ning time forGLCmethod to produce a (visually) acceptable trajectory is comparable to
the execution time. Of course this will vary with problem data and computing hardware.
Implementation Details: The GLC method was implemented in C++ and run with a
3.70GHz Intel Xeon CPU. The set Q was implemented with an STL priority queue so
that the pop(Q) method and insertion operations have logarithmic complexity. The set
Σ was implemented with an STL set which uses a binary search tree so that find(w,Σ)
has logarithmic complexity as well.
Sets Xfree and Xgoal are described by algebraic inequalities. The approximation of
the input space ΩR is constructed by uniform deterministic sampling of Rm controls
from Ω. Recallm is the dimension of the input space.
Evaluation of u ∈ Ufeas and u ∈ Ugoal is approximated by first numerically ap-
proximating ϕxic(u) with Euler integration (except for RRT
∗ which uniformly samples
along the local planning solution). The number of time-steps is given byN = dτ(u)/∆e
with duration τ(u)/N . Maximum time-steps ∆ are 0.005 for the first problem, 0.1 for
the second through fourth problem, and 0.02 for the last problem. Feasibility is then
approximated by collision checking at each time-step along the trajectory.
Shortest path problem: A shortest path problem can be represented by the dynamics
f(x, u) = u with the running-cost g(x, u) = 1 and input space Ω = {u ∈ R2 :
‖u‖2 = 1}. The free space and goal are illustrated in Figure 2. The parameters for the
GLC method are c = 10, η(R) = R2/300, and h(R) = 100R log(R) with resolutions
R ∈ {20, 25, ..., 200}. The exact solution to this problem is known so we can compare
the relative convergence rates of the GLC method, SST, and RRT∗.
Torque limited pendulum swing-up: The system dynamics are f(θ, ω, u) = (ω, u −
sin(θ))T with the running-cost g(θ, ω, u) = 1 and input space Ω = [−0.2, 0.2]. The
free space is modeled as Xfree = R2. The initial state is xic = (0, 0) and the goal
region is Xgoal = {x ∈ R2 : ‖(θ ± pi, ω‖2 ≤ 0.1}. The parameters for the GLC
method are c = 6, η(R) = R2.5/16, and h(R) = 100R log(R) with resolutions R ∈
{4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. The optimal solution is unknown so only the running time vs. cost can be
plotted. Without a local planning solution RRT∗ is not applicable. The same is true for
the remaining examples.
Torque limited acrobot swing-up: The acrobot is a double link pendulum actuated at the
middle joint. The expression for the four dimensional system dynamics are cumbersome
to describe and we refer to [15] for the details. The model parameters, free space, and
goal region are identical to those in [14] with the exception that the radius of the goal
region is reduced to 0.5 from 2.0. The running-cost is g(x, u) = 1 and the input space is
Ω = [−4.0, 4.0]. The parameters for the GLC method are c = 6, η(R) = R2/16, and
h(R) = 100R log(R) with resolutions R ∈ {5, 6, ..., 10}.
Acceleration limited 3D point robot: To emulates the mobility of an agile aerial ve-
hicle (e.g. a quadrotor with high bandwidth attitude control), the system dynamics are
f(x, v, u) = (v, 5.0u−0.1v‖v‖2)T where x, v, and u are each elements ofR3; there are
a total of six states. The quadratic dissipative force antiparallel to the velocity v models
aerodynamic drag during high speed flight. The running-cost is g(x, v, u) = 1 and the
input space isΩ = {u ∈ R3 : ‖u‖2 ≤ 1}. The free space and goal are illustrated in Fig-
ure 2. The sphere in the rightmost room illustrates the goal configuration. The terminal
velocity is left free. The velocity is initially zero, and the cylinder indicates the starting
configuration. The parameters for the GLC method are c = 10, η(R) = R3/2/64, and
h(R) = 100R log(R) with resolutions R ∈ {8, 9, ..., 14}. A guided search is also con-
sidered with heuristic given by the distance to the goal divided by the maximum speed
v of the robot (A maximum speed of
√
50 can be determined from the dynamics and
input constraints).
Nonholonomic wheeled robot: The system dynamics emulating themobility of awheeled
robot are f(x, y, θ, u) = (cos(θ), sin(θ), u)T . The running cost is g(x, y, θ, u) = 1 +
2u2, with input space Ω = [−1, 1]. The parameters for the GLC method are c = 10,
η(R) = 15R5/pi , and h(R) = 5R log(R) with resolutions R ∈ {4, 5, ..., 9}. Note the
quadratic penalty on angular rate which is relevant to rider comfort specifications in
driverless vehicle applications.
3.1 Observations and Discussion
The RRT∗ algorithm was only tested on the first example since a steering function is
unavailable for the remaining four. The SST algorithm was tested in all examples but
the last since the implementation in [14] only supports min-time objectives.
We observe the run-time vs. objective-cost curves for the GLC method is several
orders of magnitude faster than the SST algorithm. In the shortest path problem, the
steering function for RRT∗ is a line segment between two points. In this case RRT∗
outperforms both the GLC and SST methods and is the more appropriate algorithm. A
more complex steering function can increase the running time of RRT∗ by a consider-
able constant factor making it a less competitive option.
In the 3D point robot example, we see the running time for the GLC method to
produce a (visually) good quality trajectory is roughly equal to the execution time. This
suggests six states is roughly the limit for real-time application without better heuristics.
In the wheeled robot example a minimum time cost function was compared to a cost
function which also penalized lateral acceleration. The minimum time solution results in
a path with abrupt changes in angular rate making it unsuitable for autonomous driving
applications where passenger comfort is a consideration. Penalizing angular velocity
resulted in a solution with more gradual changes in angular velocity.
Each data point in Figure 2 represents the running time and solution cost of a com-
plete evaluation of the GLC method while RRT∗ and SST are incremental methods
running until interrupted. Each run of Algorithm 1 operates on UR for a fixed R. Since
UR 6⊂ UR+1 it is possible that an optimal signal in UR may be better than any signal in
UR+1 for some R which explains the non-monotonic convergence observed.
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Fig. 2. Running times are based on 10 trial average for randomized planners and only reported
if a solution was found at a particular time in all 10 trials. Shortest path example (top-left); the
opaque and solid paths illustrate first and last solutions obtained respectively. Pendulum exam-
ple (top-middle); the graphic illustrates the GLC solution for R = 7 with the colored markers
indicating the cost of grid labels. Acrobot example (top-right); The state space has four dimen-
sions. Only the configuration is illustrated. Acceleration limited point robot (bottom-left); The
graphic shows the best GLC solution with a running time less than the execution time. The ×
indicates the running time of the solution in the graphic. The state space has six dimensions. Only
the configuration is illustrated. Wheeled robot (bottom-right); The blue path indicates a GLC
solution with a quadratic angular rate penalty while the red path is aGLC solution with a shortest
path objective.
4 Analysis of the GLC Condition
Section 4.1 begins by equipping U and Xx0 with metrics in order to discuss continuity
of ϕx0 and Jx0 . Using these metrics we can also discuss in what sense UR approximates
U in Section 4.2. Finally, in Lemma 6 and Theorem 2, we derive a bound on the gap
between the cost of the solution output by Algorithm 1 and the optimal cost for the
problem and show that the gap converges to zero as the resolution is increased.
4.1 Metrics on Xx0 and U , and Continuity of Relevant Maps
The metrics introduced by Yershov and Lavalle [16] will be used. Recall, the signal
space U was defined in (1). A metric on this space is given by
dU (u1, u2) :=
ˆ
[0,min(τ(u1),τ(u2)]
‖u1(t)−u2(t)‖2 dµ(t)+umax|τ(u1)−τ(u2)|. (10)
The family of trajectory spaces are now more precisely defined as
Xx0 :=
⋃
τ>0
{
x : [0, τ ]→ Rn : x(0) = x0,
∥∥∥∥x(t1)− x(t2)|t1 − t2|
∥∥∥∥
2
≤M ∀t1,2 ∈ [0, τ ]
}
,
(11)
whereM is that of assumption A-2. This set is equipped with the metric
dX (x1, x2) ≡ max
t∈[0,min{τ(x1),τ(x2)}]
{‖x1(t)− x2(t)‖}+M |τ(x1)− τ(x2)|. (12)
Several known continuity properties of ϕx0 are reviewed here. Recall (e.g. [17, pg.
95]), that the distance between solutions to (2) with initial conditions x0 and z0 is
bounded by
‖[ϕx0(u)](t)− [ϕz0(u)](t)‖2 ≤ ‖x0 − z0‖2eLf t. (13)
In addition to continuous dependence on the initial condition parameter, the map ϕx0
is also continuous from U into Xx0 (cf. [16, Theorem 1]). It is a useful observation
then that Xfeas is open when assumption A-1 is satisfied (cf. [16, Theorem 2]) since it
follows directly from the definition of continuity that Ufeas and Ugoal are open subsets
of U ; recall that they are defined as the preimage of Xfeas and Xgoal under ϕxic .
Similar observations for the cost functional are developed below.
Lemma 1. Jx0 : U → R is continuous for any x0 ∈ Rn.
Proof. Let u1, u2 ∈ U and without loss of generality, let τ(u1) ≤ τ(u2). Denote tra-
jectories ϕx0(u1) and ϕx0(u2) by x1 and x2 respectively. The associated difference in
cost is
|Jx0(u1)− Jx0(u2)| =
∣∣∣´[0,τ(u1)] g (x1(t), u1(t)) − g (x2(t), u2(t)) dµ(t)
− ´
[τ(u1),τ(u2)]
g (x2(t), u2(t)) dµ(t)
∣∣∣ . (14)
Using the Lipschitz constant of g (cf. A-3), the definition of dU in (10), and the definition
of dX in (12) the difference is bounded as follows:
|Jx0(u1)− Jx0(u2)| ≤
∣∣∣´[0,τ(u1)] Lg ‖x1(t)− x2(t)‖2 + Lg ‖u1(t)− u2(t)‖2 dµ(t)
− ´
[τ(u1),τ(u2)]
g (x2(t), u2(t)) dµ(t)
∣∣∣
≤ Lgτ(u1) ‖x1 − x2‖L∞[0,τ(u1)] + Lg ‖u1 − u2‖L1[0,τ(u1)]
+
´
[τ(u1),τ(u2)]
|g (x2(t), u2(t))| dµ(t)
≤ Lgτ(u1)dX (x1, x2) + LgdU (u1, u2)
+
´
[τ(u1),τ(u2)]
|g (x2(t), u2(t))| dµ(t).
(15)
Since x2 is continuous, u2 is bounded, and g is continuous, there exists a bound G on
g(x2(t), u2(t)) for t ∈ [τ(u1), τ(u2)]. Thus, the difference in cost is further bounded by
|Jx0(u1)− Jx0(u2)| ≤ Lgτ(u1)dX (x1, x2) + LgdU (u1, u2) +G|τ(u2)− τ(u1)|.
(16)
Sine ϕx0 is continuous, for dU (u1, u2) sufficiently small the resulting trajectories will
satisfy Lgτ(u1)dX (x1, x2) < ε/3. Additionally, for u1, u2 satisfying dU (u1, u2) <
εumax
3G and dU (u1, u2) <
ε
3Lg
we have G|τ(u2) − τ(u1)| < ε/3 and LgdU (u1, u2) <
ε/3. For such a selection of u1, u2, we have |Jx0(u1) − Jx0(u2)| < ε. Thus, Jx0 is
continuous. uunionsq
Lemma 2. For any u ∈ Ufeas and x0, z0 ∈ Rn,
|Jx0(u)− Jz0(u)| ≤ ‖x0 − z0‖2 ·
Lg
Lf
(
eLfτ(u) − 1
)
(17)
Proof. The difference is bounded using the Lipschitz continuity of g. This is further
bounded using (13). Denoting x(t) = ϕx0(u) and z(t) = ϕz0(u),
|Jx0(u)− Jz0(u)| =
∣∣∣´[0,τ(u)] g(x(t), u(t))− g(z(t), u(t)) dµ(t)∣∣∣
≤ ´
[0,τ(u)]
|g(x(t), u(t)) −g(z(t), u(t))| dµ(t)
≤ ´
[0,τ(u)]
Lg ‖x(t)− z(t)‖2 dµ(t)
≤ ´
[0,τ(u)]
‖x0 − z0‖2LgeLf t dµ(t)
= ‖x0 − z0‖2 LgLf
(
eLfτ(u) − 1) .
(18)
uunionsq
4.2 Properties of the Approximation of U by UR
Note that Lemma 3 is not a statement about the dispersion of UR in U which does not ac-
tually converge. For numerical approximations of function spaces the weaker statement
that lim supR→∞ UR is dense in U will be sufficient. Equivalently,
Lemma 3. For each u ∈ U and ε > 0, there exists R∗ > 0 such that for any R > R∗
there exists w ∈ UR such that dU (u,w) < ε.
Proof. By Lusin’s Theorem [18, pg. 41], there exists a continuous υ : [0, τ(u)] → Ω
such that
µ({t ∈ [0, τ(u)] : υ(t) 6= u(t)}) < ε
3umax
. (19)
The domain of υ is compact so υ is also uniformly continuous. Denote its modulus of
continuity by δ(),
|σ − γ| < δ()⇒ ‖υ(σ)− υ(γ)‖2 < . (20)
To construct an approximation of υ by w ∈ UR choose R sufficiently large so that
(i) h(R)/R > τ(u), (ii) there exists an integer r such that 0 < τ(u) − r/R < 1/R <
δ
(
ε
6τ(u)
)
, and (iii) the dispersion of ΩR in Ω is less than ε6τ(u) .
Then for t ∈ [(i − 1)/R, i/R) i = 1, ..., r there exists vi ∈ ΩR such that ‖vi −
υ(t)‖2 < ε3τ(u) . Select w ∈ UR which is equal to vi on each interval. Combining (i)-
(iii),
dU (υ,w) =
´
[0,r/R]
‖w(t)− ω(t)‖2, dµ(t) + umax|r/R− τ(ω)|
<
´
[0,r/R]
‖w(t)− ω(t)‖2, dµ(t) + ε6
<
´
[0,r/R]
ε
3τ(u) , dµ(t) +
ε
6
< ε2 .
(21)
Thus, by the triangle inequality
dU (u,w) ≤ dU (u, υ) + d(υ,w) < ε. (22)
uunionsq
We use cl(·) and int(·) to denote the closure and interior of subsets of U .
Lemma 4. For any w ∈ cl (int (Ugoal)) and ε > 0 there exists R∗ > 0 such that for
any R > R∗
min
u∈UR∩Ugoal
{|Jxic(u)− Jxic(w)|} < ε. (23)
Proof. ω ∈ cl (int (Ugoal)) implies that for all δ > 0, Bδ/2(ω) ∩ int(Ugoal) 6= ∅.
Then each υ ∈ int(Ugoal) has a neighbourhood Bρ(υ) ⊂ int(Ugoal) with ρ < δ2 . Take
υ ∈ Bδ/2(ω) ∩ int(Ugoal.). By Lemma 3, for sufficiently large R, there exists u ∈ UR
such that dU (υ, u) < δ/2 which implies u ∈ Bρ(υ) ⊂ int(Ugoal). Then u ∈ Ugoal and
dU (ω, u) < dU (ω, υ) + dU (υ, u) < δ. Now by the continuity of Jxic for δ sufficiently
small, dU (ω, υ) < δ implies |Jxic(u)−Jxic(w)| < ε from which the result follows. uunionsq
A sufficient condition for every ω ∈ Ugoal to be contained in the closure of the interior
of Ugoal is that Ugoal be open which is the case when Assumption A-1 is satisfied.
4.3 Pruning UR with the GLC Condition
To describe trajectories remaining on the ε-interior of Xfree at each instant and which
terminate on the ε-interior of Xgoal the following sets are defined,
X εgoal := {x ∈ Xgoal : Bε(x(t)) ⊂ Xfree ∀t ∈ [0, τ(x)], Bε(x(τ(x)) ⊂ Xgoal} ,
Uεgoal :=
{
u ∈ Ugoal : ϕxic(u) ∈ X εgoal
}
,
(24)
and similarly for cR,
cεR := min
u∈UR∩Uεgoal
{Jxic(u)} . (25)
Since Uεgoal ⊂ Ugoal we have that 0 ≤ cR ≤ cεR.
Lemma 5. If limR→∞ (R) = 0 then limR→∞ c(R)R = c∗.
Proof. By the definition of c∗ in (5), for any ε > 0 there exists ω ∈ Ugoal such that
Jxic(ω) − ε/2 < c∗. Since Ugoal is open and ϕxic is continuous there exists r˜ > 0 and
ρ > 0 such that Br˜(ω) ⊂ Ugoal and ϕxic(Br˜(ω)) ⊂ Bρ(ϕxic(ω)). Thus, ω ∈ U r˜goal.
Similarly, there exists a positive r < r˜ such that ϕxic(Br(ω)) ⊂ Bρ/2(ϕxic(ω)) and
Br(ω) ⊂ Uρ/2goal. From the continuity of J in Lemma 1 there also exists a positive δ < r
such that for any signal υ with dU (υ, ω) < δ we have |Jxic(ω)− Jxic(υ)| < ε/2.
Next, choose R∗ to be sufficiently large such that R > R∗ implies (R) < ρ/2
and Bδ(ω) ∩ UR 6= ∅. Such a resolution R∗ exists by Lemma 4 and the assumption
limR→∞ (R) = 0. Now choose u ∈ Bδ(ω)∩UR. Then |Jxic(u)−Jxic(ω)| < ε/2 and
u ∈ Uρ/2goal ⊂ U(R)goal . Then by definition of c(R)R , u ∈ U(R)goal implies c(R)R ≤ Jxic(u).
Finally, by triangle inequality,
|Jxic(u)− c∗| < |Jxic(u)− Jxic(ω)|+ |Jxic(ω)− c∗| < ε. (26)
Rearranging the expression yields Jxic(u) < c∗+ ε and thus, c
(R)
R < c
∗+ ε. The result
follows since the choice of ε is arbitrary. uunionsq
To simplify the notation in what follows, a concatenation operation on elements of
U is defined. For u1, u2 ∈ U , their concatenation u1u2 is defined by
[u1u2](t) :=
{
u1(t), t ∈ [0, τ(u1))
u2(t− τ(u1)), t ∈ [τ(u1), τ(u1) + τ(u2)] . (27)
The concatenation operation will be useful together with the following equalities which
are readily verified,
Jx0(u1u2) = Jx0(u1) + J[ϕx0 (u1)](τ(u1))(u2) (28)
ϕx0(u1u2) = ϕx0(u1)ϕ[ϕx0 (u1)](τ(u))(u2). (29)
The concatenation operation on Xx0 in (29) is defined in the same way as in (27).
Lemma 6. Let δ0 =
√
n
η(R)e
Lfh(R)
R . For ε ≥ δ0 and ui, uj ∈ UR ∩ Ufeas, if ui ≺R uj ,
then for each descendant of uj in Uε−δ0goal with cost cj , there exists a descendant of ui in
Ugoal with cost ci ≤ cj .
Proof. Suppose there is a w ∈ UR such that ujw ∈ UR is a descendant of uj and
ujw ∈ Uεgoal. Since ui R∼ uj ,
‖[ϕxic(uiw)](τ(ui))− [ϕxic(ujw)](τ(uj))‖2 ≤
√
n
η(R)
. (30)
Then, by equation (13), for all t ∈ [0, τ(w)] ⊂ [0, h(R)/R],
‖[ϕxic(uiw)](t+ τ(ui))− [ϕxic(ujw)](t+ τ(uj))‖ ≤
√
n
η(R)
e
Lfh(R)
R . (31)
Then for δ0 =
√
n
η(R)e
Lfh(R)
R we have uiw ∈ Uε−δ0goal . As for the cost, from equation (28)
Jxic(uiw) = Jxic(ui) + J[ϕxic (ui)](τ(ui))(w)
≤ Jxic(uj) +
√
n
η(R)
Lg
Lf
(
e
Lfh(R)
R − 1
)
+ J[ϕxic (uj)](τ(uj))(w)
≤ Jxic(uj) + J[ϕxic (uj)](τ(uj))(w)≤ Jxic(ujw)
(32)
The first step applies the conditions for ui ≺R uj . The second step combines Lemma 2
and ui
N∼ uj . uunionsq
In the above Lemma, the quantity δ0 was constructed based on the radius of the partition
ofXfree and the sensitivity of solutions to initial conditions. Let δk be defined as a finite
sum of related quantities, δk :=
∑k
i=1
√
n
η(R)e
Lf (h(R)−i)
R . The following bound will be
useful to state our main result in the next Theorem,
δh(R) =
h(R)∑
i=1
√
n
η(R)
e
Lf (h(R)−i)
R ≤ R
√
n
Lfη(R)
(
eLfh(R)/R − 1
)
. (33)
Theorem 2. Let (R) = R
√
n
Lfη(R)
(
e
Lfh(R)
R − 1
)
. Algorithm 1 terminates in finite time
and returns a solution with cost less than or equal to c(R)R .
Proof. The queue is a subset of UR ∪{IdU} and at line 3 in each iteration a lowest cost
signal u is removed from the queue. In line 13, only children of the current signal u are
added to the queue. Since UR is organized as a tree and has no cycles, any signal u will
enter the queue at most once. Therefore the queue must be empty after a finite number
of iterations so the algorithm terminates.
Next, consider as a point of contradiction the hypothesis that the output has cost
greater than c(R)R . Then it is necessary that c
(R)
R <∞ and by the definition of c(R)R in
(25), it is also necessary that UR ∩ U(R)goal is non-empty.
Choose u∗ ∈ UR ∩U(R)goal with cost Jxic(u∗) = c(R)R . It follows from the hypothesis
that u∗ does not enter the queue. Otherwise, by (9) it would be evaluated before any
signal of cost greater than c(R)R . If u∗ does not enter the queue, then a signal u0 must at
some iteration be present in Σ which prunes an ancestor a0 of u∗ (u0 ≺R a0 in line 9).
This ancestor must satisfy depth(a0) > 0 since the ancestor with depth 0 is IdU which
enters queue in line 1. By Lemma 6, u0 has a descendant of the form u0d0 ∈ U(R)−δ1goal
and Jxic(u0d0) ≤ c(R)R . Additionally, depth(a0) > 0 implies depth(d0) ≤ h(R)− 1.
Having pruned u∗ in line 9, the signal u0 ∈ Σ, or a sibling which prunes u0 (and
by transitivity, prunes u∗) must at some point be present in the queue (cf. line 12-13).
Of these two, denote the one that ends up in the queue by u˜0. Since u˜0 is at some point
present in the queue and u˜0d0 ∈ U(R)−δ1goal , a signal u1 ∈ Σ must prune an ancestor a1
of u˜0d0 (u1 ≺R a1 in line 9). Since u˜0 is at some point present in the queue, the ancestor
a1 of u˜0d0, must have greater depth than u˜0. By Lemma 6, u1 has a descendant of the
form u1d1 ∈ U(R)−δ2goal and Jxic(u1d1) ≤ c(R)R . Additionally, depth(a1) > u˜0 implies
depth(d1) ≤ depth(d0)− 1 ≤ h(R)− 2.
Continuing this line of deduction leads to the observation that a signal uh(R)−1, with
a descendant of the formuh(R)−1dh(R)−1 ∈ U(R)−δh(R)−1goal and Jxic(uh(R)−1dh(R)−1) ≤
c
(R)
R , will be present in the queue; and depth(dh(R)−1) ≤ 1. Since uh(R)−1 is at
some point present in the queue, a signal uh(R) ∈ Σ must prune an ancestor ah(R) of
uh(R)−1dh(R)−1 (uh(R) ≺R ah(R) in line 9). Since uh(R)−1 is at some point present in
the queue, the ancestor ah(R) of uh(R)−1dh(R)−1, must have greater depth than uh(R)−1,
and therefore, is equal to uh(R)−1dh(R)−1. Thus, uh(R) ∈ U(R)−δh(R)goal (note that (R)−
δh(R)) ≥ 0 by (33)) and J(uh(R)) ≤ c(R)R . Then uh(R) or a sibling which prunes uh(R)
will be added to the queue; a contradiction of the hypothesis since this signal will be
removed from the queue and the algorithm will terminate, returning this signal in line
7. uunionsq
The choice of (R) in Theorem 2 converges to zero by (8). Then by Lemma 5 we
have c(R)R → c∗. An immediate corollary is that theGLCmethod is resolution complete
which is the main contribution of this work stated in Theorem 1.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we described a simple grid-based approximation of the optimal kinody-
namic motion planning problem and developed the appropriate generalization of label
correcting methods to efficiently search the approximation. The advantage of the GLC
method is that it does not require a point-to-point local planning subroutine. Moreover,
numerical experiments demonstrate that the GLC method is considerably faster the re-
lated SST algorithm, and is more broadly applicable than the RRT∗ algorithm.
The focus of the paper, and its main contribution was the theoretical investigation
showing that the cost of the feasible solutions returned by theGLC method converge to
the optimal cost for the problem.
From a practical point of view the proposed algorithm is easy to implement and may
be used directly for motion planning and trajectory optimization. Future investigations
will include convergence rate analysis, improved partitioning schemes over the hyper-
cube grid we presented, and the construction of admissible heuristics for kinodynamic
motion planning to guide the search.
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